
Special Conference Topic: Games and the Ancient World 

 

 Panel 1.(Re)shaping Perspectives 

 Through player engagement with the content they present, games shape the 

perspectives of players towards aspects of the ancient world. The popularity of video 

games in particular and the way games foster deep engagement by players (who are 

often our students) with their subjects (which are often our academic fields) makes 

our study of them increasingly urgent. This panel examine how games structure 

player engagement with the ancient world in three case studies the representation 

of archaeoastronomy and its socio-cultural position in ancient Egypt, the practices of 

historical inquiry within ostensibly non-historical games, and the framing of a divine 

figure that configures attitudes towards her agency. All three examples show how 

game structures condition the interactivity that characterises the medium and 

attempt to (re)shape the perspectives of players towards the ancient world.) 

   

Panel 2: Ludic Mythologies 

The continued resonance of Classical myth in the popular imagination is clear in the 

wide range of games that draw on mythological themes. These games do not merely 

mine ancient material for content, they place that ancient material in dialogue with 

the procedural and ludic rhetoric of the games in which they are included. This panel 

explores three sites of dialogue and interaction between the interactive capacity of 

games and the rich storyworld of classical mythologies The papers will present an 

example of scholarly game design that explicitly draws on ludic affordances for 

pedagogical purposes; an exploration of how a “non-pedagogical” video game can 

offer potential for player knowledge creation and student learning; and an 

examination of how a particular ludic technology is deployed to highlight 

mythological content in a multisensory way.  

  

Workshop: Kolax, The Flatterer: Reconstructing a fragmentary play through play 

This session will be a workshop-length play session of Tim Hutching’s larp Kolax, the 

Flatterer, facilitated by the designer for conference participants. The original Kolax 



was a popular New Comedy by the playwright Menander (c.342-c.290 BCE). In this 

workshop, attendees will participate as players in a practical demonstration of a 

number of aspects of contemporary roleplaying games, including “safety tools”, 

game systems that facilitate player communication about player boundaries, often 

around potentially sensitive topics.  

 


